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New York-Three major carriers serving the route between New York and Miami are counting on a substantial share of 
this year’s estimated 13% increase in traffic to help fill a deluge of seats. 
While battling for business in the midst of the normally lucrative winter season, January to April, the three carriers—
Eastern, National and Northeast—are encountering unsettling marketing characteristics. 
Factors in the shifting New York-Miami market include: 
■ Hijacking—Eastern and National, suffering from hijacking in increased frequency, contend that the diversions to 
Cuba have not hurt business. But Northeast, thus far untouched by hijackers, disagrees. “We feel the hijacks have 
depressed the market,” a Northeast spokesman said. Cubans have not tampered with baggage or freight, and carriers 
consider the $2,500-$3,500 landing fee reasonable. Total cost of a hijacking is estimated at $20,000-$30,000. 
■ Strike—National has been hobbled by a wildcat strike of maintenance employees the past few weeks and is operating 
about 25% below normal. How much the reduced capacity in a market still saturated with capacity will affect 
National’s passenger share is undetermined. 
■ Northeast inroads—The rejuvenated New England-based carrier continues to score gains in the usually highly 
profitable market at the expense of both Eastern and National. Previously handicapped by an equipment shortage, 
Northeast’s market share had dipped to an estimated 10-12% in 1966. Eastern then led the pack with more than half 
the business, leaving National with 35.4%. 
A closely watched indicator of business is the ratio between an airline’s share of seats and its share of passengers. 
Here’s how the three carriers rated in the 1967-1968 season in this market: 
■ Eastern—41.3% seat share, 45.5% passenger share. 
■ National—33.4% seat share, 29.7% passenger share. 
■ Northeast—25.3% seat share, 24.8% passenger share. 
Signs this season pointed to a similar ratio until the strike at National reduced 
the carrier’s seat share to 25%. As a result, the seat shares of Eastern and Northeast show abnormal increases, 
throwing comparisons out of kilter. 
Northeast’s goal this season is to have its normal seat share equal its passenger share. Before its resurgence in 1967, 
the carrier’s passenger share was far below its even relatively minor seat share. 
Big rise in equipment came last winter when total seats increased 38%. Eastern’s increase was 24.9%, National’s 45.3% 
and Northeast’s 56.8%. 
Because of added equipment this season, Northeast nearly reached parity with its competitors at New York’s three 
metropolitan airports by increasing daily round trips from 16 to 20, compared with Eastern’s 25 and National’s 23. 
Because of congestion at Kennedy, all three carriers are operating some flights from LaGuardia this year. Northeast 
was able to find space at Newark this year to increase its marketing potential. 
Despite competitive frequencies, Northeast’s total number of seats is still much smaller because its equipment is 
smaller. It has a fleet of Boeing 727-100 as well as the 200 (stretched) series, and it has committed the equivalent of 10 
of these aircraft between New York and Miami daily. Both Eastern and National have DC-8s, including stretched 
DC-8-61s committed to the market. 
Eastern, for example, offers about 3,500 seats daily compared with 2,950 last year with the aid of five DC-8-6 Is. 
Because of high capacity, load factors continue to dip. Eastern, for example, recorded averages of about 55% during 
most of January, compared with about 60% last winter. Toward the end of the month, a valley period, the load factor 
dropped to 45-50%, and the other two carriers were lower. Figures could be somewhat distorted because loads peak on 
weekends when extra sections are sometimes required. 
Peaking of traffic is one of the bigger problems in the market. National says that its load factors systemwide are among 
the lowest in the industry because of accentuated peaks and valleys. 
In the heavy exodus from New York during the pre-Christmas peaks, for instance, National must fly several aircraft 
empty northbound to meet the need for extra sections southbound. The procedure is reversed for returning passengers 
from Dec. 31 through Jan. 5, J. Dan Brock, vice president-traffic and sales, said. 
National reduced its systemwide break-even load factor from 42% in 1967 to 39% last year, and its costs for each 
available seat mile from 2.51 cents to 2.28 cents. This helped the carrier to show a profit of $2.42 a share last year, 
despite the cost-price squeeze besetting the industry. 
Yields on the New York-Miami run also are dropping, from 5.65 cents in the winter of 1967 to 5.5 cents last winter and 
an estimated 5.4 cents this season. When fares are lower during the summer, yields are expected to drop to about 
4.5-4.7 cents. 
All three airlines are pushing for fare increases. “We’ve reached the point where price is inelastic and further fare 
increase won’t affect demand,” said Dan A. Colussy, Northeast’s vice president, marketing. 
All seem to agree excursion fares are adequate, but join in wanting to abolish the youth fares. “They are abused a great 
deal and are a drain on revenue,” Brock said. 
Total of passengers carried last year between New York and Miami was disappointing. “It wasn’t what you’d call a 
dynamic market,” an Eastern spokesman said. 
N.Y.-Miami Traffic 
Passengers traveling between New York and Miami/Ft. Lauderdale on the three carriers, Eastern, National and 
Northeast. 



The total was 2,076,731, an increase over 1967 of 15.4%, less than the more than 20% anticipated. Load factor averaged 
about 54%. 
Reasons cited for the sluggish growth, in comparison to expectations, were: 
■ Air traffic control delays during the summer began stifling business by August (see box, p. 24). 
■ Republican National Convention in Miami, also in August, seemed a deterrent rather than a boost for business. 
Airline officials speculate that prospective customers avoided traveling then. 
■ National presidential election years historically dampen the desire to travel, especially during weeks close to election 
day. “I guess people just want to stay home and see what happens,” one airline official said. 
Overcapacity in the New YorkMiami market this year could squeeze profits for all carriers. “Northeast could be 
competing well but not making any money,” Colussy remarked. The carrier depends on the profitable route for 
survival, he noted. 
Now that Northeast suddenly has become a serious competitor, it has lost its tactical surprise and will be treated as 
a formidable adversary, Colussy believes. 
Both Northeast and National began campaigns in 1967 to achieve a new image. Eastern began one in 1964. Such 
promotions, which usually include a new color scheme on the aircraft, attempt to offer the public what seems like a 
new airline. These promotions historically spark business for brief periods. 
“Passengers soon discover a Northeast Yellowbird is just another 727 painted white and yellow,” Colussy said. 
Then, surveys told Northeast it would have a competitive advantage by getting rid of what it termed “the rubbery 
chicken” and serving only steak on all afternoon and evening flights in coach as well as first-class sections. The steaks 
are broiled on the aircraft in high-temperature ovens built by Nordskog Co., Inc., Van Nuys, Calif. 
Northeast’s business increased more than 92% last winter, forcing Eastern to take its smaller competitor seriously. It 
fought back with lobster tails as well as steak in its highly promoted “Something Else” campaign, introduced last 
August. 
National also improved its food service but believed it unnecessary “to build a large promotion,” Brock said. 
Neither National nor Eastern plans to install ovens to broil steaks on board. An Eastern official contends it is an 
unnecessary gimmick that takes too much of the stewardesses’ time. Besides, he added, steaks can’t be broiled to 
order. 
National’s marketing philosophy is to sell the destination and present National as a pleasant means of reaching it, 
Brock explained. The carrier also heavily promotes cruises from South Florida ports to the Caribbean and other areas. 
By flying instead of beginning the cruise in New York, tourists avoid two days of winter weather. More than 700 
cruises now begin from Florida, Brock noted. 
One example of National’s marketing promotions is the theme that National turned Florida into an airline. It will be 
promoted throughout this year and possibly next. The theme includes aircraft seats striped to resemble beach chairs, 
recorded bird calls and tropical drinks served on board. 
Northeast takes a different approach. “We have no palm trees in the waiting room or gimmicks on the aircraft to try 
and convince the passenger he’s in Florida when he steps on board,” Colussy said. 
Besides heralding broiled steak and greater frequencies, the carrier has been stressing such extras as wig-storage 
compartments in the cabin, large pillows and soft blankets, termed “furry throws.” 
“The fact that more than 700 ‘furry throws’ have been stolen is evidence passengers like them,” Colussy said. 
Northeast leads its two competitors in the percentage it spends on advertising from each dollar of revenue. 
The amount has been higher than 4 cents the past two years and is estimated to be as high this year. Eastern and 
National spend less than 3 cents per dollar. 
Need for more aggressive Miami promotion campaigns by hotels as well as airlines was voiced by Russell G. Collins, 
Eastern’s regional sales manager. To keep the growing number of seats filled, the airlines must attract a new market of 
persons who for the first time can afford to fly. 
Collins said Hawaii is becoming more competitive with Miami because of low fares and improved service from New 
York. 
To compete further with the top transportation mode to Miami—the automobile—Collins suggested “taking some of 
the mumbo-jumbo out of car rentals.” 
“Airlines should be able to reserve cars for passengers at a flat rate at the same time and just as easily as they reserve 
airline seats,” he said. 
The requirement that travel agents pay for tickets for peak-period travel within 30 days after the reservation has 
reduced the number of last-minute cancellations. 
Collins estimates that the rule, instituted three seasons ago, has accounted for as much as a 5% increase in load factors. 
He said the carriers still do not contemplate a penalty for refunded tickets because the three seem unable to agree on 
whether there should be a penalty or what it should entail. 
Competition from airlines bypassing Miami to fly passengers directly from New York to Caribbean and South 
American areas is discounted by Collins. “Miami is a good connecting point. For some reason, lots of people want to 
stop here,” he noted. 


